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Pre-Registration Pharmacist Passport 

Pre reg pharmacist:        Tutor:  

This document should be used as a transfer of information between rotations to allow supervisors to know the level 

at which a pre reg is working. To be shown to rotation lead at the start of each rotation and reviewed/signed at each 

end of rotation appraisal.  Clinical objectives are separate for each rotation.  

 To be completed by Date Signature of supervisor / tutor 

Stores logs (250 items) 14/9   

Dispensing (200 items) 14/9   

CD dispensing (50 items) End Dec   

POD check logs (50 items) End 1st clinical rotation   

Drug history logs (20 patients) End 1st clinical rotation   

Medicines reconciliation logs (20 patients) End 2nd clinical rotation   

IDM accuracy log (100 items) End 2nd clinical rotation   

Checking logs (500 prescriptions) End May   

Counselling logs (50 items) End May   

Validating logs (100 prescriptions) End June   

Intervention logs Ongoing    

Ward work 
All work must be supervised and countersigned by a pharmacist.   

Induction required for each ward area to cover variance in practice. 
Pre reg must be able to explain indication, ADRs, pharmacology and side effects of commonly used medicines by the end of the rotation as stated in the rotation 
objectives.  Pre reg must be familiar with policies and guidelines for each area as stated in the rotation objectives.  
 

 Date Signature of supervisor  

Pre reg is able be able to read and interpret NEWS charts and 
observation charts 

  

Pre reg is able to endorse prescription charts with additional 
instructions  

  

Pre reg is able to access ICE and follow up on patient lab 
results. To be able to discuss the results and relate to 
prescribed therapy 

  

Pre reg is able to calculate creatinine clearance using 
Cockcroft and Gault formula and is aware of its limitations 

  

Pre reg is able to routinely check for drug interactions   

Pre reg is able to perform transcription checks   

Pre reg is able to read and interpret medical notes (all 
abbreviations must be looked up) 

  

Pre reg is able to prioritise orders for the ward   

Pre reg is able to explain their patients pharmaceutical issues 
to the ward pharmacist 

  

Pre reg able to validate and process TTOs with only a final sign 
off by pharmacist 

  

Pre reg is able to cover one bay of patients (4-6 patients)*   

Pre reg is able to cover two bays of patients (8-12 patients)*   

Pre reg is able to cover three bays of patients (16-20 
patients)* 

  

Pre reg is able to cover a whole ward*   

Pre reg has observed and supported pharmacist to complete 
one ward CD check 

  

Pre reg has observed and supported pharmacist to complete 
CD returns / destruction of ward stock and patients own CDs 

  

*for integrated medicine, surgery and cardiovascular rotations.  For specialist rotations nearer the end of the year 

we would not expect pre reg to cover this level of patients (NSIC, Paediatrics).   
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Communication  

 Date Signature of supervisor  

Pre reg is able to communicate effectively with nurses   

Pre reg is able to contact the medical team to make 
interventions (under supervision of pharmacist) 

  

Work place based assessments 

Mini-Cex and MRCF should be completed by pre-reg’s tutor, CBDs can be completed by appropriate senior/specialist 

 Date 
completed 

Signature of 
supervisor / 
tutor 

Date 
completed 

Signature of 
supervisor / 
tutor 

Date 
completed 

Signature of 
supervisor / 
tutor 

Mini Cex       

CBD       

MRCF (obtain pt 
feedback if can) 

      

Ward visit with EPD       

Complete extended 
intervention 

      

Complete CPPE 
consultation skills 
pack 

      

Additional suggested shadow opportunities 

During the second half of the pre reg year you can arrange some of these additional opportunities that interest you.  You can only have the time to do these 
additional shadows if you are progressing satisfactorily with your rotation objectives.   
You will need to co-ordinate these experiences with your rotations leads.   

 

 Contact Date Signature of supervisor  

Shadow a ward nurse for 
a morning (any area) 

   

Theatre visit (during 
surgery rotation) 

   

Shadow Pain team 
(during surgery rotation) 

   

Stoma nurses 
(during surgery rotation) 

   

Attend a microbiology 
ward round (during 
integrated medicine 
rotation) 

   

Diabetic nurse round 
(during integrated 
medicine or surgery 
rotation) 

   

IBD nurse (during 
medicine rotation) 

   

 


